The final demonstration: GIANT Amsterdam store
Address: 59, 61 Van Woustraat, 1074 Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
Dimension: 320 m2
Store Positioning: Lifestyle/Performance store (GIANT Cycling World)
Location:
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1. The store (Point A in the map) is situated in the heart of Amsterdam city,
within the round-city freeway Ring A10 and not too far from the main high
streets (the circle 1 on the map) where tourists visit.
2. It’s next to the museum area (the circle 2 area), where the National
museum, Van Gogh museum, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam and others are
located. The residents of this area typically have a higher level of
disposable income and may be inclined to invest in up-market bicycles.
3. Van Woustraat itself is one of the main roads connecting to the freeway in
Amsterdam (the red line in the map). It’s a street with busy traffic which is
good for brand exposure.
4. The location was previously a bicycle store (please refer to the picture

below), but the owner went bankrupt about 2 years ago, and it’s been
vacant since then. The local residents still think of the location as a
bicycle store, an association that the new GIANT bicycle store will benefit
from.

Store images:
In this paragraph, pictures of the stores are included to offer a general idea
of what the store looks like.
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1. Clear and strong GIANT signage on the façade with the space to
accommodate the dealer’s or the city name underneath. (In this case, it is
the city name: Amsterdam.)
2. The store occupies three shop fronts. Walls divide the shop into three
different sections: 1. Lifestyle segment, 2. Performance segment and 3.
Workshop area. Customers can easily identify their riding style while
walking past the Lifestyle or Performance windows.

The arrow on the floor plan shows the orientation and location of the photographer.

1. The high ceiling over the front part of the store creates a feeling of space
when one walks into the store. To the right of the entrance, a Rabo corner,
displaying Rabo models is used as a window showcase to strengthen the
professional image of the GIANT brand.
2. Next to the Rabo Corner, there is an aisle leading to the maintenance
area and the cashier counter.
3. To the left of the pictures, (directly opposite the entrance) is a Road
Performance area.
4. Off the front part of the store, we have a multi-functional area which
showcases the different services provided by the store.

The arrow on the floor plan shows the orientation and location of the photographer.

1. To the rear of the performance side of the store is the Off-Road
Performance/Sports/Lifestyle area. Performance gear is displayed along
the back wall of the store and a fitting room is provided. Behind the wall
are the store manager’s office and staff area. This area includes toilets
and showers which are open to visitors to the store.
2. The ceiling at the back of the store is of normal height (about 2.4 m high),
and a skylight has been built in to provide daylight in this area and create
a more natural atmosphere in the store.

The arrow on the floor plan shows the orientation and location of the photographer.

1. Viewed from the back of the store you can see that the skylight makes
the low-ceiling area (the back of the store) really bright.
2. The Lifestyle area on the other side of the store is also visible from this
picture. The product lines in the other side of the store are more
Lifestyle-oriented.

The arrow on the floor plan shows the orientation and location of the photographer.

1. Viewed from the end of the Lifestyle area.

The arrow on the floor plan shows the orientation and location of the photographer.

1. Perspective from the middle of the Lifestyle area.
2. The aisles between Lifestyle and Performance area are enlarged for
better visibility and improved traffic flow in the store.

The design concept:
1. The GIANT Store is the presentation of GIANT brand.

a. Make the GIANT brand a part of life.
In the Netherlands, we intend to promote the GIANT brand as
adventurous, progressive, sporty and international. With this in mind, we
aimed to create such an ambience in the store. The white widely used in
the store helps to bolster the neat and progressive image of the GIANT
brand. Used in combination with silver, it helps to create a high-tech and
adventurous atmosphere. Wooden material is used at the edge of the
display elements to bring a sense of nature and warmth, while imparting
the feeling of respect for our planet.
Building up the GIANT brand as an international brand is the major
differentiation point setting GIANT apart from local brands such as
Gazelle and Batavus which focus on traditional commuting bikes (oma
bike) in the Dutch market. Therefore, behind the counter of the GBS in
the Netherlands, there is a GIANT logo wall with a world map indicating
our global sales network and our factories.

b. Blue Elements:

To heighten customers’ impression of GIANT, several facilities in the
stores are designated in blue on purpose – the so-called “Blue Elements”
-- such as the logo wall, community area and fitting jig.

2.

The product is the “hero” in the store.
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a. Less is more!
The “less is more” concept was applied when designing the store, with
the belief that a clean, neat environment (less), the product or ideas we
want to communicate to customers can be expressed better (more). In
this way, the product can be highlighted better.
Another advantage of the “less is more” approach is that the design
concept can be easily applied into other GBS stores.
b. Display modules of different heights and purposes.
Two different height display modules (No. 1 and 2 in the picture) were
developed to make the product display more dynamic. Adding in the
bicycles not displayed on the modules, products can be displayed in
three different layers in the store.
In addition to the in-store display, two different window display elements
were also developed to showcase our bicycles and gear respectively.
(Please refer to the appendix for display elements in the store.)
c. Desire Table
As the bicycles are displayed by category (such as Road/Performance
and Off-Road/Sports), the Desire Table (No.3 in the picture) was

developed to display the related gear corresponding to the category to
highlight the gear we would like to promote for this season, and hopefully,
to stimulate the sales of gear in the store.
d. Catwalk
In addition to the aforementioned display modules, a catwalk display
module (No.1 in the picture below) was developed to highlight the models
that GIANT would like to promote. These items are displayed at different
angels to catch the customers’ attention. The catwalk idea is also used in
special instances (such as the high-ceiled store like in Amsterdam store,
No.2 in the picture below) to make the product display and the ambience
in the store even more dynamic.
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3.

Touching Communication

a. Associate the GIANT brand spirit with the customer
As mentioned, the GIANT Bicycle Store is the presentation of GIANT brand
and was the most important consideration when building up the Amsterdam
store. Besides creating an in-store atmosphere in line with the GIANT brand
in the Netherlands – progressive and adventurous, simple catch-phrases
were also used in the store to allow the customer to quickly and easily grasp
the GIANT brand spirit – Inspiring Adventure. Short catch-phrases that
associate GIANT with the customer’s cycling habits allow the customer feel
an affiliation with GIANT without too much heavy communication.

b. Localization
In order to highlight the proximity of the store to the customer, instead of a
distant, branded store, we also adopted the slogan – “city name, get up & get
out” to make the store more close to the locals.

In-store service
In the Amsterdam store, various services are provided to meet the local
customer’s needs.

1. One-stop Shopping

To fulfill customer’s needs of one-stop shopping and our brand mission –
Total Cycling Solution – besides offering the full range of GIANT products,
GIANT Benelux has also been cooperating with other parts and accessory
brands to fill in the gaps in our current gear product lines. These supporting
brands will be promoted in all of our GBS as a part of the package for GBS
dealer to participate in the GRP project. Additionally, GIANT Benelux can
earn distinct commission from the sales of these supporting brands.

2. Fulfill the Dutch customer’s commuting purpose

a. Repair & Go
As the majority of bicycles in the Netherlands are used for commuting
purpose, the Repair & Go service in the GBS is provided to meet
commuter’s needs. Repair & Go offers repairs of certain problems that
can be fixed within 20 minutes. The customer can bring their bicycle in
and have it repaired while they enjoy a cup of coffee in the store.
b. Substitute Bike
For those bicycles that can not be repaired within the 20-minute limit, we
offer replacement bicycles with distinct colors and graphic designs to
meet customer’s needs. This also provides customers an opportunity to
experience GIANT bicycles and hopefully result in increased business at
the store.

3. Professional body measurement and the community area.

a. Professional fitting
In the Netherlands, we have cooperated with Bikefitting.com to introduce
their fitting system to allow customers to check their body measurements
for sports and performance-oriented bicycles before they purchase one.
The goal is to make sure that customers can find the bicycle that fits them
best and build up the professional image of the GBS.
b. Community Area
A community area offers a space where the sports-oriented riders can
gather after their group ride or for general customers in the store to rest
or to chat with the store staff about their options when they are shopping
in the store.

4. Coffee corner and Narrow Casting system

a. Coffee corner
The GBS in the Netherlands are always equipped with a Coffee corner
where the customers can make themselves a cup of coffee while
shopping in the store or waiting for their bicycle to be repaired.
In the Amsterdam store, the coffee corner was intentionally located
opposite to the workshop area, so the customer has to cross through the
store to make coffee. This ensures they see more products in the store
and might stimulate more sales.
b. Narrow Casting system
Above the coffee machine, a plasma TV screen is attached for the
Narrow Casting system. The Narrow Casting system is a web-based
communication tool controlled by GIANT, on which GIANT can broadcast
the films, such as branding films or technology information that GIANT
would like to communicate with the customers. Dealers can also use the
system to announce local information, such as group ride information or

services and promotions in the store. Since the content is controlled by
GIANT currently, the dealer has to ask GIANT Benelux to amend the
contents if they have any information they would like to display.

Other GS:
Besides the flagship store in Amsterdam, three stores with smaller
dimensions have been started with the same design concepts.

The façade of a GS in Apeldoorn with dominant GIANT signage.

The interior was designed with the same concept as introduced before.

The Rabo corner and coffee and Narrow Casting area

